
 

 

 

Hello!  My name is Krystal Joplin, and I teach 

6th, 7th, and 8th grade ELA and reading.  I am 

currently in my 14th year of teaching, and I 

love to see my kids have fun while learning!  I 

developed this reading program because I 

have some of the most competitive kids I have 

ever seen.  I thought I would use it to my 

advantage!!  

I created this reading program for my middle 

schoolers for two reasons…I was tired of 

seeing our current reading system fail, and 

although we have a ton of athletes, I wanted 

all of my kids to have a chance to be the hero 

by using his or her brain to win the game. I 

wanted kids to be excited about reading and 

to be able to read ANYTHING they wanted!  I 

had many kids that would read amazing 

novels or random informational texts, but 

were not given traditional points because the 

book was not a book in the testing system.  

With this system, kids can read ANYTHING!  

Fiction, nonfiction, AR or non-AR, any level, it 

doesn’t matter.  I just want them reading 

what they want to read!  Now they are 

encouraging each other to read, and excited 

about finishing their book so they can earn 

runs for their team!   

 

Goals: 

Besides the game aspect of this system, I also 

give them grades for their goals.  After having 

some honest conversations with each class, 

they each anonymously wrote down how 

many pages they could read in a nine-week 

period if they could choose any book they 

wanted.  After taking an average of each class 

and getting answers around 1500 pages each 

(insert laugh here) I decided on a goal of 300 

pages per child each nine weeks.  They will 

receive a grade each nine weeks based on the 

percentage of pages read out of 300.   

 

“Reading for Runs” Summaries: 

After a student finishes a book of any size, 

they will fill out a “Reading for Runs” fiction 

or non-fiction form.    I have designed these so 

that they answer questions relevant to our 

standards in a variety of ways – from finding 

information needed for a citation, to plot line, 

to conflict, to antagonist and protagonist, to a 

mini dialectical journal entry, to text features, 

and so on.  It would be hard to cheat on it…let 

me tell you!   They must turn in the book with 

the summary so I can check it out.  They can 

only turn these summaries in to me on 

Mondays!    

 

Let’s Score Some Runs!:   

We “hit” on the last day of the week.  The 

summary report has the total number of 

pages that each book has.  After validating the 

book and summary and asking the child a few 

general questions about the book, the child 

gets a chance to “hit.”  He/She earns one “hit” 

for every 50 pages in the book.  For example, 

if the book is 325 pages, the child will “hit” six 

times.   Set out your bases (I got my set at the 

Dollar Tree).  Choose three other students 

that have read that week to come to the front 

because they will need to be base runners.  

The student gets the ball (actually a die that I 

got at the Dollar Tree with dry-erase circles 

on each side) that has single, double, triple, 

foul ball, home run (“dinger” to my kids), and 



 

another single written on it and bats it with 

his/her hand.  When it lands, one of the base 

runners will go and stand on the base 

indicated.  The student hits again until he/she 

runs out of earned hits.  The next student that 

has read at least a 50 page book steps up to 

hit.  When all students that have read and 

turned in summaries that week have hit, 

there may be runners still left on base.  

Whoops!  Sorry kids!  No more readers…so 

you have that many potential runs left on 

base.   

 

Scoreboard: 

My three classes are competing against each 

other, so I made a scoreboard out of 

chalkboard paint and have spaces for three 

teams.  I also added a box for “runs left on 

base” so that they can see runs they lost by 

not reading.  My kids come in to class and flip 

out when they see another class gaining on 

them.  They are excited about getting their 

reading done so they can hit for more runs!!    

After each 9-weeks, we reset the scoreboard 

and start a new game!   

 

I hope your kids like this system as much as 

my kiddos do!  Good luck and happy reading! 

 

    

  

 

(These are my bases, die and scoreboard.  The 

pic at the bottom is of one of my little girls on 

her last hit.  Bases were loaded and she 

needed a “dinger” for the grand slam.  She got 

it, and the class went nuts!  Leaving class, I 

heard almost every one of them say they were 

finishing their book so they could hit next 

week!  Score!) 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Give me the Stats… 

Title: ____________________________________ 

Author:  _______________________ 

# of Pages: ___________ 

Copyright Date: ______________ 

Publisher: __________________ 

City Published:_________________ 

Genre: ______________________ 

Prove it!: 

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 

Example of a conflict in the book: 

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________ 

Find one of your favorite quotes from the 

story and write it here with the page #.  

Then tell me why you like it?  

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________ 

Scouting Report… 

Protagonist :___________________ 

Antagonist (who or what ): 
__________________________________ 

Name__________________________ 

Team ___________________________ 

Highlights:  Use one 

sentence for each part of the plot line… 

Exposition:  

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________ 

Rising Action: 
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________ 

Climax: 
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________ 

Falling Action:  
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________ 

Resolution:  
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________ 

Yea or Nah? 

Would you recommend this book? Why or 

Why not? 

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________ 

Points: _________/100 

Runs scored from this report : ______ 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Give me the Stats… 

Title: ____________________________________ 

Author:  _______________________ 

# of Pages: ___________ 

Copyright Date: ______________ 

Publisher: __________________ 

City Published:_________________ 

 

Genre: ______________________ 

Prove it!: 

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 

What are three text features used and how are 

they effective?  

1)__________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________ 

2)__________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________ 

3)__________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 

Name__________________________ 

Team ___________________________ 

Scouting Report… 

Write a 50 word summary of the selection: 

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________ 

Paraphrase a paragraph from the selection 

and include the page number and paragraph 

number: 

Page # ________  Paragraph # __________ 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

Yea or Nah?:  Would you recommend this 

book? Why or Why not? 

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________ 

Points: _________/100 

Runs scored from this report : ______ 


